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By Douglas Nsibambi

Uganda Red Cross Society in partnership with the Danish Red Cross is implementing WASH programme in Nakapelimoru, Loyoro and Lodiko sub counties of Kotido and Kaabong

districts with the aim of increasing access to safe water and sanitation through drilling, installation and rehabilitation of boreholes, community capacity building through

trainings of water user committees on operations and management of the established water sources (boreholes). In a move to save life and support livelihood of the most

vulnerable 18 boreholes have been drilled and installed in Nakaperimoru (12)-Kotido, Loyoro (2), Lodiko (4)-Kaabong.

Karamoja being dry area water continues to be a very big challenge despite the improvement in both access and functionality in the region at 48% compared to national 69%
(UBOS 2012)

 

The boreholes continue to be the main source of water against other sources like, dams, open wells, piped and protected springs respectivelya.

Abim has most of boreholes functionality in the region at 93% and Amudat having the lowest at 69% (UNWFP 2013)a.

When it comes to water coverage , Abim has the highestÂÂ  coverage at 84% and KaabongÂÂ  having the lowest at 19%a.

District water coverage and functionality in Karamoja

District Water coverage Functionality

Abim 84 78

Nakapiripirit 51 85

Napak 49 77

Kotido 43 82

Moroto 32 90

Amudat 23 83

Kaabong 21 84

(Water and environment performance report 2011)

Being a pastoral region the main source of livelihood being pastoralism, water plays a very big role in the life of Karamojongs. This is because almost all the hygiene and

sanitation indicators are based on the availability of clean and safe water.ÂÂ  With the availability of clean and safe water to the communities results have already shown a

gradual but spontaneous improvement in the hygiene and sanitation situation of the communities where the boreholes have been constructed.
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With structures already in place like the water user committees, pump mechanics in all the communities where the boreholes where constructed there is great optimism that

the boreholes will be used efficiently and effectively. The support came with training of the water user committees, pump mechanics and also equipping the pump mechanics

with toolboxes to be used during times of operation and maintenance.

Though the boreholes constructed cannot really match the required standards to serve all the communities in terms of the ratio of at least 1 borehole/300 household

however, the 18 constructed will reduce on the water constraint in some of the communities like Watakau Parish in Nakapelimoru being the most congested village in East

Africa as it is reported. As a strategy, some of the boreholes have been constructed in the new resettlement areas like Koputhang in Kotido and Nariwose in Kaabong as a way

of trying to decongest some of the congested communities to migrate and occupy some of the new resettlement areas which seem to be more organized in their style of

settlement.

Lojol Paul- Acting District Water Officer Kotido “ As the District we would like to appreciate the role Uganda Red Cross Society and herÂÂ  partners the Danish Red Cross have

done towards seeing that our people here live a better and safe life like many parts of the country… water is life but in Karamoja this hasÂÂ  for long been just a slogan as

many people are really facing water challenges but with support like this am sure someday our people will as well join the rest to chant the slogan water is life. .. As a

District we shall keep working hand in hand with Red Cross as we really have quite great relationship fetching many years and in this regard we shall also oversee that the

boreholes put in place are used appropriately in a manner that can allow sustainability and the best use of them.”

Â The boreholes left many people with smiles as they could see a new life which seemed like a dream come true. Uganda Red Cross Society is continues to be very

instrumental in reaching out to the most vulnerable through saving lives and supporting livelihood.
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